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10 key questions about the global economy in 2019
1. Will there be a recession in advanced economies in 2019?
2. Trade war, cold war or no war? Will US-China find peace in 2019?
3. Is the Phillips-curve finally coming alive in the euro area?
4. Who wins the hiking battle 2019: the ECB or the Fed?
5. Beaten and bruised—Will EM stage a comeback in 2019?
6. Oil price—poised for a rebound?
7. Brexit: deal or no-deal?
8. Comeback or continued deterioration for equities?
9. Rates – have they bottomed out or will Bunds go to 0% again?
10. Is 2019 the year when USD strength is coming to an end?
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The short answers
1. Further moderation of global growth is expected, especially in Q1—but too early to talk
about recession in 2019 in our view — that is more a story for 2020. However, risks are
tilted to the downside.
2. A trade deal between China and US to be found in H1 19, boosting China’s economy and
the global cycle.
3. Wage pressures are continuing to build gradually in the Eurozone, lifting core inflation
towards end-2019.
4. ECB will make its first rate hike in eight years in December, while the Fed will slow its
rate hiking cycle to two hikes.
5. The oil price is expected to rebound toward USD80 per barrel over 2019 as risk
sentiment recovers.
6. With the expected trade deal between the US and China and Chinese stimulus, emerging
market sentiment is set to recover after Q1 19.
7. Difficult to predict how Brexit ends, but ‘decent’ Brexit still our base-case.

8. Oversold equities set for rebound, even without strong pick-up in global growth.
9. Overvalued USD will lose momentum in 2019 bringing USD/EUR to 1.25 at the end of
this year as the ECB starts signalling a hike.
10. Bund yields will only rise modestly in 2019 given moderation in global growth and
modest increase in inflation pressures.
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Q1. The global economy is slowing towards its potential
•

Global growth to slow to 3.6% in 2019 from 3.8% in 2018.

•

In China, it will get worse in Q1 before it gets better, which will affect the Eurozone. However,
a trade deal with the US in H1 and stimuli will support Chinese recovery and the global cycle.

•

The US economy will benefit from aftermath of fiscal stimulus and still upbeat sentiment.

•

The balance of risks is skewed to the downside if China and US fail to find a trade agreement
and the equity market sell-off hits consumer and corporate sentiment.

Real GDP growth

Source: Markit, Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank

Source: Danske Bank
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Q1 (continued). Fears of US recession in 2019 are overdone but
rising risk in 2020
Fiscal policy remains expansionary in 2019

Optimism remains high

Source: Danske Bank calculations based on CBO data, Macrobond Financial

Source: University of Michigan, NFIB, Macrobond FInancial

The rising recession risk in 2020 is caused by tightening fiscal policy and financial
conditions.
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Q2. Trade war: US-China deal in H1 19
We see five signs a trade deal is coming in H1
1.

Trump took the initiative for talks. Before that he said for a long time ‘now
is not the time to talk’. He also stated he would put more tariffs on China.
However, he refrained from it and chose negotiations instead.

2.

Trump’s hand is weakening. His way of making deals is to keep pushing his
opponent – in this case with tariffs. However, recently relative stock
performance is going against Trump thus weakening his hand.

3.

Trump wants a deal for the election campaign. The 2020 Presidential
election campaign starts in 2019. A trade deal should involve more
Chinese purchases of agricultural goods, natural gas and other goods for
up to USD100 bn. It will also involve permanently lower tariffs on cars to
15%. This will benefit voters in important swing states.

4.

Failure of a deal would hurt markets and key voters. If the ceasefire ends
without a deal, the tariff rate is set to increase from 10% to 25% on
Chinese goods worth USD200 bn. That would increase uncertainty and
push markets lower. At the same time key voters in farm states would still
be hurt by the current decline in Chinese imports of agricultural goods. The
auto industry is hurt by 40% tariff into China.

Trump’s hand weakenening – more tariffs could backfire

Two key points from Trump’s Art of the Deal

5.

China wants a deal to ease the pressure on the economy. The current
headwinds delay the deleveraging campaign and weaken the economy
further. A deal sooner rather than later will benefit China.

1. Think big
"I like thinking big. I always have. To me it's
very simple: if you're going to be thinking
anyway, you might as well think big.“
…
5. Use your leverage
“My style of deal-making is quite simple… I
just keep pushing and pushing and pushing to
get what I’m after”
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Q2 (continued). A US-China trade deal to benefit China and the
global cycle
After short-term pain we expect a Chinese 2019
recovery

Worse before it gets better – EM to benefit in mid-2019

• A trade deal will lift a drag on the export sector and
reduce overall uncertainty
• Stimulus kicks in with a lag during 2019:
− Monetary policy eased through RRR cuts and
measures to boost private bond financing
− Bank lending targets for private sector lending
− Increased infrastructure spending
− Tax cuts for households and corporates
• More tax cuts expected to be announced in 2019
Chinese recovery in 2019 to support the global cycle

Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, Bloomberg, Danske Bank

Monetary policy easing led to lower yields – to underpin housing
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Q3. Is the Phillips-curve finally coming alive in the euro area?
• Wage growth in the euro-area is at the highest level since the financial crisis in 2018.
• Peter Praet (19 Nov): “We expect [wages] will feed through into higher prices in six to 12 months.”
We should see euro area core inflation accelerating from Q2 19 onwards, but gradually and still some way
to go to reach 2%
(see also Euro Area Research: Is the Phillips curve finally coming alive in 2019?)

Note: Wage growth rate will decelerate temporarily in 2019, due to the replacement of
the CICE (Tax Credit for Competitiveness and Employment) in France, leading to a
reduction in social security contributions of employers
Source: Eurostat, ECB, Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank

Model prediction made using: 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡−1 + 𝛽2 𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ𝑡−6 + 𝜀𝑡
Source: Eurostat, Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank
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Q4. Markets have repriced policy expectations in 2019 for Fed
and ECB, but who will hike the most?
• Markets have continued to delay the first
ECB rate hike and now only price in a 20bp
hike at end-2020…

Source: Danske Bank

… and we have also recently seen a repricing
in the US market with only half a hike priced
in 2019.

Note: the cumulative US money market pricing for 2019 is measured by Eurodollar
futures.
Source: Bloomberg, Danske Bank
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Q4 (continued). But while markets have repriced, we expect the
Fed to hike more than the ECB
We expect a 20bp hike in December 2019
by the ECB, driven by wage growth…

…while we see the Fed hiking twice this year

Note: The dotted lines for ECB lending-, MRO- and deposit rates are Danske Bank
forecasts.
Source: Danske Bank

The dotted line is Danske Bank’s forecast.
Source: Bloomberg, Danske Bank

…But risks are tilted to less monetary tightening on both sides of the Atlantic especially if
negative market pressures persist and the global economy weakens more than expected.
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Q5. Oil price – poised for a rebound in 2019? Yes, if risk sentiment
recovers
• Oil prices are down this year along with
equity markets.
• Although there have been a lot of
idiosyncratic oil market stories during
2018, e.g. new sanctions on Iran and
OPEC+ production cuts, the oil market is
currently in the hands of global risk
sentiment.

Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond Financial

• We look for the global economy to do fine in
2019 and for equity markets to rebound.
That should pave the way for a rebound in
oil prices towards USD80/bbl at the end of
2019.

• Keep an eye on oil market developments
around April, when temporary waivers on
Iran sanctions expire and OPEC+ is set to
review output cuts.

Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond Financial
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Q6. Improving outlook for emerging markets after Q1 19
Cautionary signals in Q1 due to China, but we see better conditions later in 2019
2018

External
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Q2

Rebound in
Chinese economy

Slowdown
begins

Fed

2019
Q3

Global liquidity

EM fundamentals
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and stimulus effects
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prepare markets
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trade regime
US
War continues)
ceasefire
postponed
Falling inflation, monetary easing
and rebound in external demand

EM central banks are
coming back to
monetary tightening, FX
deleveraging goes on

EM is still driving force of global growth
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Geopolitical risks
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With exception of TRY, positive
fundamentals

We are bullish BRL and Eastern European currencies, while
bearish on RUB and TRY
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Q7. Brexit: crucial months ahead
Debate on
Brexit deal
begins
(7 Jan)

House of Commons
Christmas recess
(20 Dec-7 Jan)

EU leaders
approved
Brexit deal 1 Dec
2018
(25 Nov)

EU summit
(13-14 Dec)

1 Jan
2019

Ratification process in
Q1 19
(UK Parliament and EU
parliament still need to
ratify.
No national parliaments)

Dec 18/Jan 19

Deadline cf. “meaningful
vote”
(21 Jan)

Vote on
Brexit deal
(14 Jan)

UK formally
exits EU

1 Feb
2018

Transition until 31
Dec-20 but may be
extended 1-2 years
(one time)
Negotiations on future
relationship continue.

30 March
19

1 July
2020

Many assessments (including
decision whether to extend
transition) need to be make
before 1 July 2020

If vote fails, Government needs
to present plan for House of
Commons within 21 day
(11 Feb)

European Parliament to
vote on deal after
House of Commons
(no date yet)

UK leaves EU
(30 March)

1 March
2019

New relationship comes into force
(unless transition is extended).
New relationship must be ratified by at
least the UK and the EU institutions
but most likely also national
parliaments like the EU-Canada CETA.
If no permanent deal has been reached,
transition is extended or backstop
comes into force

31 Dec
2020

31 Dec
2022
Transition cannot be extended
beyond 31 Dec 2022, new
future relationship comes into
force no later than 1 Jan 2023
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Q7 (continued): Very difficult to predict the outcome but our base
case is still a ‘decent’ Brexit
Vote postponed, PM Theresa May
has survived no confidence vote
and EU27 does not want to
renegotiate deal

30%

2nd EU referendum

10%

Norway-style
soft Brexit (based on May’s
Withdrawal Agreement)

House of Commons vote in January

25%

Vote passes
“Decent Brexit”

75%

Vote fails

?

15%

No deal Brexit
(WTO rules)

5%
New election
PM Theresa May may be forced to step down if her vote fails.
Majority against no deal so May’s deal is probably the hardest version
of Brexit on the table unless the UK crashes out by accident. In our view,
this is the most positive thing to say at the moment.

40%

Some kind of “decent Brexit”
passes in a second attempt

We think a 2nd EU referendum is more likely than snap elections but
Labour will try to form a new government or call for snap elections
before supporting a 2nd EU referendum.
Source: Danske Bank scenarios
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Q8. Equities: Short-term macro headwind for equities versus
oversold conditions
• 2018 was a historical year for equities where
strong earnings did not result in good
performance. Equities fell even though global
earnings rose 15%. This size of divergence
between earnings and performance is very rare
and only happens when investors fear recession
is looming. Therefor recession or not in 2019 is
the main question for equity investors.
• As we do not expect a global recession in 2019,
we see a good chance of a reversal but it requires
that we get renewed macro acceleration. Short
term this is questionable as suggested by the
chart at the top right.

Leading indicator and stock to bond ratio

Source: Macrobond Financial

Global stocks vs. macro surprises

• With the heavy selloff since October we argue
that equities are oversold and we should be in for
a rebound even without strong macro numbers.
• A combination of low single-digit earnings growth
and high single-digit multiple expansion results in
a expected return of 10-15% in 2019.

Source: Thomson Reuters
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Q8 (continued). Valuation contraction in 2018 a key support for
equities in 2019
Record multiple contraction outside recession

Source: Thomson Reuters

Earnings growth returns to a more average
level in 2019 (consensus expectations)

Source: Thomson Reuters

•

We have had several times before when recession risk was rising and valuation contracting. In periods
before, like 1994 and 2011, when recession fear rose for some of the same reasons as we see now. In
the following years (1995 and 2012) when recession fear faded again, global equities measured by
MSCI World rose by 19% and 17%, respectively.

•

Earnings growth was impressive in 2018 when analysts lifted expectations more or less continually
throughout the year. On top of that companies have delivered above lifted estimates in earnings
seasons. 2019 will be a more normalised year and we expect 3-5% earnings growth (consensus
currently expects 8%).

•

Margins will come under slight pressure next year as wage growth is accelerating. However, with
record high margins this should not be enough to stop earnings from growing.
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Q9. Have yields bottomed out? Yes, but they will not rise
significantly

Inflation expectations decline – Bunds towards 0%
• We saw a solid rally in both Bunds and US treasuries
toward the end of 2018 and early 2019.
Bunds (r.h.a.)
Inflation expectations, (r.h.a.)
• This is driven by a range of factors – slower growth,
2.25%
2.60%
Brexit uncertainty, Italy, trade war between the US and 1.75%
2.40%
China, lower inflation expectations/lower oil price,
2.20%
1.25%
partial shutdown of the US government, widening of
2.00%
credit spreads etc.
0.75%
1.80%
• Furthermore, the Federal Reserve is coming towards
1.60%
0.25%
an end of the hiking cycle, and focus is on whether the
1.40%
-0.25%
Federal Reserve has done too much tightening rather
1.20%
than too little given the reaction in the US bond market -0.75%
1.00%
Jan-13 Jan-14 Jan-15 Jan-16 Jan-17 Jan-18
after the Fed hike on 19 December.
• Hence, there are plenty of factors that could send the
The gap between Treasuries and Bunds are closing
Bund yield towards 0% again.
3.50%
• However, we stick to our view that Bunds will rangeTreasury
Bund
trade between 0.25% and 0.75% for 2019 as the
3.00%
ECB exits the QE and the Federal Reserve continues
2.50%
scaling down on the balance sheet. Furthermore, there
2.00%
will be plenty of supply of Treasuries going into 2019.
1.50%
• Finally, the slowdown in inflation expectations is mainly
1.00%
driven by the oil price and we expect to see some
stabilisation in 2019.
0.50%
• Hence, Bunds are trading at the lower end of the range
0.00%
for 2019, but we do not expect a significant increase
-0.50%
Jan-13 Dec-13 Nov-14 Oct-15 Sep-16 Aug-17 Jul-18
in yields during 2019.
Source. Danske Bank
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Q10. Is USD strength coming to an end? Yes - but some
patience still required
EUR/USD: ‘Gravity’ is currently put off - but 2019 is the year when it reignites,
bringing the cross to 1.25 at the end of the year.

Source: Eviews, Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank
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